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London Walks Hent PDF Forlaget skriver: See London Like a Local! Experience the best of London on foot!
Stop in for a pint or a coffee, discover unique hangouts and up-and-coming shops, and meet the locals

without missing the highlights of this beautiful cosmopolitan city. Within Moon London Walks you'll find:
Six customizable walks through the hippest neighborhoods, from a meandering, couple-hour stroll to a full-
day jaunt so you can hit every spot, or just find the perfect place to linger over lunch. A foldout map for each
walk with all stops clearly marked and color-coded by type and turn-by-turn directions. A detachable full city
map for exploring top sights and local finds on your own. Tips from locals on their favorite places to shop,
unwind with a cocktail, relax at a cafe and people watch, and what not to miss. Vibrant, full-color photos in a

portable, pocket-sized guide. Public transit options for each walk and destination. Covering the
neighborhoods of Westminster, St. James' & Mayfair, Southwark, Shoreditch, King's Cross & Angel,

Marlebone, Regent's Park & Primrose Hill, and Knightsbridge & Chelsea, Moon London Walks will help you
explore the city like a local.
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